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ABSTRACTS

(1)Marx on the Essence of Freedom of ow耻1．ship and Self．aIienati蚰

Xi口o S五i77zPi以咒矗Xi以o C矗no· 4 ·

An examination of the sources and premises of MarX’s theory of ownership

allows us to see， amid his denunciation of ownership， another side of his ownership

theory；that is， his full affirmation and vigorous pursuit of the essential character of

ownership． This givesⅣ【arx’s ownership theory the dual character of pursuing

freedom and rej ecting alienation．This dialectical and historical concept of ownership

is not only different from the uncritical bourgeois concept of ownership，but also from

the radical socialist proposal of rej ecting a11 ownership． A1though the dialectical and

historical theory of ownership is undoubtedly a critical one，it does not simply r白ect

a11 ownership； it merely critiques and rej ects the alienation of ownership in order to

realize the essential freedom of ownership．

(2)A Philosophical ReView of C帅t哪porary Qllant哪rI'lleory
白o＆，Q口o X施咖i，Ⅵ么勖oZ纸吼册g S乱mPi以行矗吼已咒g尺“i·26·

With the advent of the 2 1st century，a new quantum revolution has silently come

to the fore，to the accompaniment of profound changes in our understanding of nature

and in the development of human society． At the level of fundamental theory，

scientists are seeking to construct a grand unified theory of nature，and at the 1eVel of

applied science， quantum information， quantum communication， and the quantum

computer are leading a technological reV01ution． The new quantum reVolution will

have an important influence on human society， making us turn to philosophical

reflection and scrutiny and promoting changes and breakthroughs in philosophy

itself．For this reason，the Editorial Department of this journal has invited five of the

participants in“Contemporary Quantum Theory and the Rise of a New Scientific

Philosophy，’’a maj or prOj ect of the National Social Science Fund of China， to

comment and reflect on the new quantum revolution． Professor Gao Ce and 1ecturer

Qiao Xiaofei， of the Institute for the History of Science and Techn0109y of Shanxi

· 夕n4·
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UniVersity，put forward a new concept，“Scientific philosophy in the post—truth era．”

Taking the view that in the context of the new quantum revolution，the connotations

of such basic concepts as time， space，and matter are undergoing profound changes，

they provide a preliminary discussion of the issues of scientific boundaries，

paradigms， and research programs． Professor Wu Guolin of the Institute for

AdVanced Study of Philosophy and Technology of South China University of

Techn0109y holds that the basic feature of quantum theory is“transcendence”：it goes

beyond experience，but doesn’t depart from experience；rather， it makes experience

possible．The truth of quantum interpretation unifies the truths of the ontology and

epistemology of practice． Professor Cheng Sumei， of Shanghai Academy of S0cial

Sciences， puts forward the view that the establishment of the quantization hypothesis

undermines the common ideas that“matter is infinitely divisible’’ and‘‘nature is

discontinuous，” and thus destroys the precise application of the conceptual

framework built on these theories．Exploring the basic hypotheses of quantum theory

and revealing its philosophical manifesto is a fundamental and urgent task．Associate

Professor Cheng Rui at the Shanxi University Research Center for Philosophy of

Science and Technology holds that since the last half of the 20th century，

contemporary scientific theory and practice opens a completely new schema for the

relationship mathematics and physics． The isomorphism of the structure of

mathematics and physics， the enantiomorphism of epistemology and the features of

their holistic relationship have become the epistemological foundation of the

reconstruction of standards for the evaluation of cutting—edge theories in physics． Of

course， sch01ars may have different views on the ideas and propositions in these four

papers． Our aim in organizing this special issue is to advance research on

contemporary quantum theory from the perspective of philosophy． We welcome

further illuminating research findings on contemporary quantum theory and the

development of contemporary philosophy in an atmosphere of vigorous debate and

clashes of ideas．

(3)Globalizati伽of Sen，ices in the Intem“AgrA New E嚼眦，Accele隗ti伽锄d the

C伽petitiveness of Major Powers ．厂i口行g Xi口。歹“口竹口72d L“o Li6i竹· 68·

The internet and information technology have fundamentally changed the

inefficient and non—tradable nature of traditional serVice industries and greatly

strengthened the impetus for service globalization． In the internet age， the

accelerating globalization of services will be irreversible． In the course of this

·205·
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process，China will haVe adVantages in terms of stage of development，market scale，

commercial models， internet and digital technology applications， and degree of

openness，all of which will giVe it greater competitive strength． An analysis of the

cultural and sports industries indicates that the opening of the maj or powers’cultural

markets will increase the international influence of cultural factors．

(4)Ch肌ges in the Econ哪ic St川cture and 1’rends in China’s Future Ener科Demands

Z矗Png Xi佗了P，’丐么Shi，7zPi口卵矗Li Fn行g五Mn·92·

EValuating trends in China’s future energy demands is highly important． Using

proVlnclal—leVel panel dat{rom 1995 to 2015，we studied the relationshiDs between the

economlc aggregate，the deVelopment of the high_energy consumption industry， and

energy demand． We find that the economic aggregate affects energy demand through

the hlgh—energy consumption industry and that changes in the economic structure are

the maln±actor ln changes to energy demand．This means that China’s future energy

demands will be much lower than those contained in forecasts that did not consider

this factor． ComprehensiVely promoting green—tech development and strengthening

regulatlon o{the high_energy consumption industry will be key option for realizing

China’s obj ective of controlling total energy consumption．

(5) 皿e Peaceful Non-settle眦nt of Disputes in the Co璐truction of a Co咖岫ity of

Shared Future for Mankind H“鲫g％D·113·

Studying the scientific connotations and guiding significance of a community of

shared future for mankind at the level of international 1aw is an important issue， and

integrating the rich thought contained in the concept of a community of shared future

for mankind with the settlement of international disputes is of practical value． At

present， the practice of s01ving international disputes has encountered many

difficulties；we need to explore new models and new thinking in this area． The

peaceful non—settlement of disputes is an important supplement to existing methods．

Producing summaries and theories on the practice of peaceful non—settlement of

disputes from a legal perspective and taking the concept of a community of shared

future for mankind as a theoretical resource to support the peaceful non—settlement of

disputes will be conduciVe to enriching and guiding practice． At the same time， the

peaceful non'settlement of disputes wiIl play a positive role in pushing fonVard the

constmction of a com]mu血ty of shred future for manbnd．
· 2nR ·
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(6) ，nl鲫rIeti∞l Explorati伽锄d Poveny舢leviati蚰Pr：眦tice Based帆SmUholder
Prlod眦ti伽——A“S撇nholder Poverty AIleviati蚰Trial with Nested Marl‘ets，’

K．厂咖；娩。行g n72矗He C0729妇i·137·

The market—led aUeviation of poverty through industry plays an important r01e in

China’s precise targeting of poverty alleviation，but it faces many challenges coVering

smaUholders in extreme poverty．We therefore have to seek new methods of industry

poverty aneviation for poor smallholders． The proj ect “Smallh01der poVerty

aUeviation trial with nested markets”conducted in villages in the Taihang Mountain

area of Hebei over eight years started from “What means of liVelihood do poor

smaUholders currently have?”and then took smallholder production of healthy farm

products and local food specialties as an “industry，" ordinary urban consumers’

demand for healthy food as a “docking point” and “nested markets” as the

organizational form of transactions and interaction． Through the trusting joint

participation between poor rural dwellers and urbanities， this proj ect successfuUy

converted the means of livelihood and the resources of society into an income for the

poor，achieving targeted，stable，and sustainable poverty elimination and highlighting

the developmental concepts of innovation，coordination，going green and share of the

fruits of development．

(7)The R翰list T髓diti伽of 19th CeIltury R魄¨sm and its C伽t哪porary Val鹏

Ji口咒g C忽P豫gyo卵g·159·

The‘‘realist”spirit of the literary movement of 1 9th century Western realism

linked up with traditional theories of art as“imitation"and art as“representation”to

develop into a conjoint relationship．The movement spun off a Variety of new genres，

becoming a plural concept．As such，it possessed constant innoVation，ample room

for expansion and inexhaustible vitality． The“realist”spirit and“authenticity”of

1 9th century Western realism accord with the practical concerns of Marx and Engel；

they are closely related to the theories of historical mate“alism and are the central

focus of 1Ⅵarxist literary thought． Not only do they constitute an important

expression of the modernity and openness of realism， they are also the fundamental

reason whyⅣIarxist philosophical thought could effectiVely direct the practice of

literary criticism． In the new era， China needs a literature fun of realist spirit and

authenticity；thus 19th century realism remains a wellsp“ng of art and an important

reference for new genres of 1iterary creation． Realist literature can resist anti一
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essentialist and nihilist tendencies and help 1iterature influence cultural construction，

spiritual guidance and assumption of Values， thus acquiring lasting Value and

significance．

(8)Paradi舯s and Paradi舯Shift in China’s Archaeolo酉cal Research

C矗e咒S矗P咒gqia咒·182·

At present， neither those within the discip“ne nor those outside it haVe a

svstematic theoretical grasp of the state of development of Chinese archaeology． A

tool to achieve this could be a revised paradigm and the concept of paradigm shift．

Although there were some constraints prior to paradigm formation， seVeral decades

of develoDment have seen the formation of a number of paradigm—like models，among

which the cultural—historical model on the basis of the Neolithic—protohistorical

archaeology is the most mature． This model is a significant constraint on two other

branches of archae0109y， the Pale01ithic—paleoanthrop0109ical and the Classical一

historical．From the perspective of connection within and without the discipline and

through a comparison with the paradigm shift in Western archaeology， we can see

some external but critical constraints in Chinese archae0109y which limit its

theoretical expansion． If we strengthen the construction of theory， Chinese

archaeology may yet develop a number of genuine paradigms．
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